FRENCH FANTASY
sticks, you rather feel that walking-sticks can be a bit overdone
and you would have preferred a more balanced state of affairs.
Anyhow, and by whatever process this happens, I now go to a
picture-gallery as a drunkard goes to a public-house with no
intention of buying a drink.
The furthest inner room was crowded with Epstein's dahlias,
a glorious medley of purples and flames, but luckily they did not
attract me:   "becos we are too menny"—that tragic sentence
scrawled as a farewell message before the children killed themselves
in "Jude ^ Obscure".   In the outer room I hankered after a
picture by Stanley Spencer of lilac and laburnums in a garden,
but reason had not yet lost its sway, and muttering "I have no
intention of buying this, *' I walked into the small room and stopped
dead in front of "French Fantasy": "I have no intention of buy-
ing this either/' I said, partly to myself and partly to a dark lady in
opulent furs who was also looking at it, and who glancing round in
surprise, at once hailed me as " Gladys'*.   When this happens, it
can only mean an old school friend who knows nothing of my
later metamorphosis; and at once came that burst of-eager chatter
which begins always with, "How long is it ?   Let me see, it must
be 35—40—45 years", and ends with the Literature Mistress.
You might have thought that I was, therefore, safely anchored in
the dear old Lower Fifth.   Nevertheless, as one of the owners of
the galleries hurried by, the unreclaimed drunkard who was my
Mr. Hyde (whilst "Gladys" was Mr. Jekyll) called out to him:
"How much is this picture ?"   He told me.   "fll have it," I said.
A wail from my old school friend.   She had been standing there
for some time before I came, and was gradually intending to buy
"French Fantasy*'.   I was unrepentant; not quite heartless enough
to say, "YouVe got a good-looking daughter and those lovely
silver foxes, and you ought to have made up your mind quicker.
Can't be leisurely over buying pictures."
In fact, events were moving too rapidly that morning for me
to say anything at all in reply, for I was just then drawn backwards
into a man's arms and warmly embraced. Ivor Novello, when/he
greets his friends, sees no-difference between a fashionable crowded
picture-gallery and his own dressing-room at the theatre. I was
delighted to see Ivor, as we all are, always, and delighted to be
drawn away at that rather touchy moment from my old school
friend, and delighted when he told me that he had that very day
bought me a present, a lovely green glass walking-stick (sud-
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